
The Business Management Solution for Food Manufacturers & Distributors 
Your company is responsible for efficiently tracking and managing every move your product makes in the supply chain. Choosing the right technology for your 
business will not only ensure that you meet these strict regulations but will give you the time and money to focus on what’s important: freshness, quality and 
customer satisfaction.

SAP Business One is a complete business management solution that integrates all core business functions across your entire company – including financials, 
sales, customer relationship management, inventory, and operations.

SAP Business One has specific features tailored to the produce industry through our partner and specialist in the food manufacturing and distribution 
industry, Produmex. This solution offers a range of standard labels, including: 

GTIN Labels
A GTIN-14 is the unique identifier of a 
trade item. This can be anything that’s 
priced, ordered or invoiced at any stage 
of the supply chain.

Creating Profitability with
Traceability Technology

SAP Business One for the Produce Industry: 

Provides easy and fast access to accurate, real-time data 
for complete visibility of your supply chain

Meets all requirements for batch management, quality 
control, and shelf-life management

Tracks all warehouse movements, forwards and 
backwards on demand

Easy to perform mock recalls at the click of a button to 
minimize downtime

Lower cost and improved sales through guaranteed 
product quality

Streamlines and optimizes production, packaging, 
inventory and warehouse management

Vision33 is a leading enterprise resource management (ERP) solutions provider, focused on providing SAP solutions for growing businesses. Interested in 
learning more about specific traceability requirements for your business? Talk with one of our representatives today.
contact@vision33.com

For more information, visit:
https://info.vision33.com/traceability-technology 

SAP Business One registers this 
new product as a receipt from 
production and consumes the 
original produce that went in it. 
It automatically generates the 
required production /processing 
labels and keeps track of the 
genealogy of the end product. 

Production/Processing Labels

Some products can be more easily 
tracked at case level than pallet 
level, particularly for small orders, 
flow-rack items and hand-stacked 
cases. Human-readable information, 
along with a GS1 barcode, is 
included on each label.

Case and Crate Labels

Encrypt all information that supply chain partners want to 
exchange, including batch number, best before date, weight, 
country of origin, production date and packaging date.

A GS1 logistics label contains a Serial Shipment Container 
Code (SSCC), so inventory can be transparently tracked 
inside and outside your facility.

GS1 128 Barcode Labels

GS1 Logistics Labels

Warehouse Location/ Bin Location Labels 
Defining a warehouse with locations 
improves inventory management 
by increasing accuracy and speed 
for picking, packing, warehouse 
movements, put-away and shipping. 
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